The selection of queries that will provide maximum information regarding a user's preferences is a key component of effective preference elicitation. We discuss a technique for selecting a candidate set of comparison queries whose answers will reveal a significant amount of information about the user's preferences. Computationally expensive utility evaluation of queries can then be confined to this set. Furthermore, this set of queries is chosen so that the response to one query does not resolve any other queries in the set, thus eliminating the need to recompute a new candidate set each time. Experiments run on a case with 30 outcomes show that our chosen queries reveal two to three times as many preferences as random selection, and asking our persistent set of queries reveals 10-12% more preferences than the best n individual queries.
Introduction
Before an agent can autonomously perform a task on behalf of a user, such as locating potential trading partners, searching for potential purchases, or negotiating the terms of a deal, a sufficient model of the user's preferences is typically needed. Since preference models for individual users are not usually available, preference elicitation techniques are used to extract information from the user and determine a preference model. Typically this is done by querying the user about preferences for various possible outcomes, different attribute values, utilities or risk attitudes. While it would be ideal to query the user repeatedly until all preference information is known, this is typically infeasible or, at the very least, bothersome to the user, since the number of possible outcomes in most typical scenarios is too high. So it is desirable to obtain sufficient information through a small number of queries. Thus the selection of queries whose responses will maximize the agent's ability to make good decisions is a key component of effective preference elicitation.
Making the problem difficult is the fact that determining effective queries is typically a computationally intensive task. One wants to pose a query such that the user's response will result in a maximum increase in the value of the chosen strategy in the given decision problem. Not only can evaluating strategies be a complex task in most realistic decision problems, but it is also likely that there are a large number of possible queries for which this evaluation must be conducted. Each time a query is posed, beliefs regarding the user's preferences are updated, and the value of possible queries to pose next must be recomputed in light of these updates. We discuss a technique for selecting a candidate set of comparison queries that can be evaluated and posed to the user. This set of queries has two desirable properties. One property is that responses to queries in the set are likely to indirectly reveal the user's preferences for a large number of outcomes. Thus an agent can learn a great deal about the user by posing a small number of these queries. The second property is that those preferences that are indirectly revealed by the response to each query will not resolve any other queries in the set. This makes the set persistently good in that several of its queries posed in succession will provide favourable results, thus eliminating the need to recompute a new candidate set each time new information is elicited.
We do not intend to decouple the process of selecting queries and the goal of strategy utility maximization. One may argue that selecting queries on the basis of knowledge acquisition maximization can be unproductive, particularly if the knowledge acquired is irrelevant to the decision problem. For example, obtaining information regarding a buyer's preferences for various laptop computers is useless if the buyer is only interested in buying a desktop. We instead propose a technique aimed at complementing the process of utility maximizing preference elicitation. Instead of evaluating every possible query to find which will provide the highest expected increase in utility when answered, our technique can be used to find a very small subset of potential queries. Since these queries provide a large amount of information, they are likely to provide more utility than other queries, all things being equal. The query evaluation engine can then assess each of these to determine which provide maximum utility increase. While we make no guarantees that these queries will be globally optimal, they are however likely to be much better than those found in a randomly chosen set. Since it is typically infeasible to evaluate all possible queries, some subset will have to be chosen and thus global optimality cannot be guaranteed in any case. In addition to providing a high quantity of information, this set of queries will remain relevant in light of information received during elicitation. Typically, each time a response to a query is received from the user, potential queries need to be re-evaluated to determine which one to ask next, since queries that were considered effective previously may no longer provide information not already known. Our set of queries has the desirable quality of staying relevant, even in light of some queries in the set being answered. Thus a query that was deemed to provide high expected utility before another query in the set is answered is likely to provide high expected utility afterwards. This reduces the need to do costly re-evaluation of queries at each step.
The technique utilizes a Conditional Outcome Preference Network (COP-network), which models the user's preferences that have been learned or inferred through elicitation. An directed edge (u, v) in a COP-network G implies that u is preferred by the user over v, and for any u v that can be determined from the user's specified preferences, u is an ancestor of v in C. Thus edges in the complement of the transitive closure of a COP-network indicate unknown preferences, or in other words, potential queries. Our technique finds a set of these edges such that, if any of these edges were to be removed (i.e. the query answered), a high number of edges that are not members of the set will disappear as a consequence. Initially a weight is assigned to each edge equal to the expected number of preferences that will be learned as a result of the corresponding query being answered. We then search for a maximal clique containing the largest total weight, and find the maximum spanning tree in the clique. The edges in this spanning tree give the set of queries to ask. Not only will the edges in this tree carry high weights, but we prove that all edges that disappear as a consequence of asking the corresponding queries will reside outside of the spanning tree. Thus the set is persistently effective. Results show that our queries reveal significantly more information than a random-selection method, and that recomputation of the set of queries is not needed in order to achieve adequate performance.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin by providing some background on the general problem of preference elicitation. We then describe the COP-network, which models the user's preferences that have been learned or inferred through elicitation. The resulting graph is then used to find a set of potential comparison queries that possesses the desirable properties discussed above. We then present the re-sults of our experiments, offer our conclusions and discuss directions for future work.
Preference Elicitation
For an agent acting on behalf of a user, the goal of preference elicitation is to construct a model of the user's preferences over a set of outcomes. This model can then be used, for example, in an automated negotiation setting, where the agent can help to arrange a deal that will maximize the user's satisfaction. However, due to the large number of possible outcomes involved in most practical problems, it is infeasible for an agent to obtain complete information about a user's preferences. One of the challenges, then, is to gather as much information as possible from the user, while minimizing the number of queries the user is asked.
In general, we are interested in representing the user's preferences over outcomes, where each outcome consists of an assignment of values to a set of attributes. A preference a 1 a 2 indicates that the user prefers value a 1 to value a 2 for attribute A, all else being equal. Conditional preferences can also be represented; for example, the notation a 1 : b 1 b 2 indicates that, given that attribute A has value a 1 , the user prefers a value of b 1 over a value of b 2 for attribute B.
While there are many key research issues involved in preference elicitation, we focus in this paper on the crucial task of identifying a set of queries whose answers will provide as much information as possible about the user's preferences. We restrict our attention to comparison queries, where each question asks the user to indicate a preference between two possible outcomes. Depending on current preference constraints, some comparison queries have the potential to elicit more preference information than others. Consider, for example, four outcomes o 1 , o 2 , o 3 and o 4 , where it is already known that o 1 o 2 and o 3 o 4 . The comparison query (o 2 , o 3 ) (i.e. asking which of o 2 and o 3 is preferred) has the potential to reveal more information than the query (o 1 , o 3 ), for example, since the response to the former could reveal a total order over the four outcomes (if o 2 is chosen), where the latter could not. Our goal is to find a candidate set of queries such that each query is expected to reveal a significant amount of information about the user's preferences, but such that the answer to one query in the set will not indirectly reveal the answer to any other questions in the set, thus eliminating the need to recompute a new candidate set repeatedly.
Conditional Outcome Preference Networks
In this section, we define a structure for representing the user's preferences that are currently known in such a way that new preferences that can be directly inferred
be immediately evident. The structure is a directed graph that represents preferences over the set of outcomes, and is referred to as a Conditional Outcome Preference Network (COP-network). Every outcome is represented by a vertex, and for vertices v and v representing outcomes o and o , respectively, if v is a proper ancestor of v then o is preferred over o . The graph is similar to Boutilier's preference graph constructed based on a CP-network [2] , but is more robust in that a COP-network can model a wider array of preference specifications, and is more conducive to estimating utility functions over the set of outcomes. See Chen [7] for more details.
The graph can be used to check that the user's given preferences are consistent. A COP-network is said to be consistent if and only if there is no outcome that is preferred over itselfi.e., if and only if the network is acyclic. If a COPnetwork corresponding to a given set of preferences is found to have a cycle, then the user must be consulted in order to correct the inconsistency.
The graph is also transitively reduced by the removal of redundant edges. For example, for vertices v i , v j and v k , if there are two paths v i → v j → · · · → v k and v i → v k , the second path (i.e. the arc from v i to v k ) is not necessary since preferences that are reflected by the first path include the preference that the second path reflects. Thus, the arc (v i , v k ) is said to be redundant and can be removed.
An example of a reduced COP-network is shown in
Neither of outcomes o 3 and o 6 is known to be preferred over the other since v 3 is neither an ancestor nor a descendant of v 6 .
In addition to modeling the user's preferences during the elicitation stage, the COP-network can also be used to estimate a utility function over the set of outcomes. Given an initial partial utility assignment, including at least the most preferred outcome (utility 1) and the least preferred (utility 0), and the preferences defined in the COP-network, a utility functionû over the entire set of outcomes is produced. This is done in such a way as to preserve the preference ordering specified by the COP-net. Specifically, let v and v represent outcomes o and o . If v is a proper ancestor of v , thenû(o) >û(o ).
The method iteratively selects paths in the graphs con-taining outcomes for which a utility has not yet been assigned. Formally, let p be a path in the network with endpoints representing outcomes o 1 and o n . This path is a candidate for selection if it is a longest path such that:
•û is known for o 1 and o n •û is unknown for all other outcomes represented by vertices on p
• The assignment of utilities to such outcomes will not cause an inconsistency in the graph 1
Once a suitable path p has been selected, the utilityû is
would be assigned utilities of 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. The process of selecting paths and assigning utilities in this way continues until all outcomes are considered.
As the number of outcomes in a decision problem grows exponentially with the number of outcome attributes, COPnetworks that consider all outcomes can become unmanageably large in practice. We therefore propose a factored utility approach. Here the set of attributes are partitioned in such a way that dependent attributes are considered together and independent attributes are considered separately. Several considerably smaller COP-networks can then be built, one for each dependent attribute group, giving the partial preference structure over attribute values, rather than over entire outcomes.
If ever one wanted to determine which of two outcomes is preferred, then the approach for determining utility functions can applied to the COP-nets, giving utilities for attribute values. Weights for attribute utilities could then be determined by eliciting utilities for a small number of outcomes, yielding a utility function for complete outcomes.
Determining Effective Queries

COP-network Graph transformation
Let G be a COP-network representing the currentlyknown preferences and let T be the transitive closure of G. For any two outcomes o i and o j (represented by vertices v i and v j ), if there is an edge
Let T be the undirected graph obtained by ignoring the directions on the edges of T and then taking the complement of the resulting graph. Thus every edge in T connects two vertices corresponding to outcomes about which the user's preference is currently unknown.
Every edge in T then corresponds to a possible comparison query that might be asked of the user. Again, our goal is to identify a candidate set of queries with two properties: (1) each query in the set allows the agent to learn a great deal about the user's preferences, and (2) those preferences that are indirectly revealed by the response to each query will not resolve any other queries in the set.
Finding cliques
Our method for identifying such a set of desirable queries involves finding a maximal clique in T . A clique is said to be maximal in a graph G if it is not a subgraph of a larger clique in G. While the clique problem (determining whether a clique of size k exists) is NP-complete, polynomial-time algorithms exist for finding large maximal cliques. Since every edge in T connects two vertices corresponding to outcomes about which the user's preference is currently unknown, such a clique has the property that no preferences are known between any pair of vertices involved.
Since our goal is to identify queries whose answers will indirectly reveal as much information as possible about the user's preferences, we assign a weight to each edge in T . The weight of each edge (u, v) is 1 plus the number of expected preferences that will be learned indirectly, which is computed as a function of:
1. the number of edges in T connecting u to a child of v, or a parent of u to v, or a parent of u to a child of v (i.e. the number of preferences that would be indirectly learned if the user responds u v)
2. the number of edges in T connecting v to a child of u, or a parent of v to u, or a parent of v to a child of u (i.e. the number of preferences that would be indirectly learned if the user responds v u)
If prior probabilities are known for whether the user is likely to respond u v or v u, then this function is simply the weighted average of points 1 and 2 above. If no such information is available, then the average, maximum or minimum of 1 and 2 could be used. For experiments discussed later in this paper, we chose a conservative approach and took the minimum.
For each maximal clique found in T , a maximum spanning tree is computed. The clique C whose maximum spanning tree M has the highest sum of edge weights is then selected. The edges in M correspond to the comparison queries in our candidate set. Our algorithm involves repeatedly selecting edges from M and asking the corresponding questions.
While the clique problem is indeed NP-complete, it is not necessary to find the largest clique in the graph. The important task is to find a clique that provides good queries. So it is likely that a smaller clique with heavy weights is better than a larger clique with lighter weights. However, it is important that maximal cliques are found, as any clique is clearly going to yield a better (or at least not worse) set of queries than any of its sub-cliques.
The high weights on the edges in M ensure that the answer to each query will help to reveal a significant amount of information about the user's preferences. In the following section, we prove that our other desired property -that the candidate set of queries is persistently good and will not need to be recomputed -is also achieved.
Persistent Effectiveness of the Candidate Set
Whenever any new preference o i o j is learned as a result of a user's response to a comparison query, an edge (v i , v j ) is added between the corresponding vertices in G and also in T . Other edges might be added to T as well, according to the following rules:
• For each vertex v p in T that was a parent of v i , edges will be added from v p to v j (if such edges did not already exist in T ).
• For each vertex v c in T that was a child of v j , edges will be added from v i to v c (if such edges did not already exist in T ).
• For each vertex v p in T that was a parent of v i , and each vertex v c in T that was a child of v j , edges will be added from v p to v c (if such edges did not already exist in T ).
To reflect the dynamically changing nature of the graphs, we henceforth use T q and T q to denote the two respective graphs as constructed after the q th query is posed.
Whenever a preference o i o j is learned as a result of asking query q, the edge (v i , v j ) appears in T q and the edge {v i , v j } disappears in T q . We claim that, if such a preference is learned indirectly, the edge {v i , v j } necessarily resides outside of M . As a result, preferences represented by edges in M for which queries have not been directly posed, remain unknown.
Definition: Edges in T q that represent preferences that were learned directly by asking the user a query are defined to be coloured edges. All other edges in T q (those representing preferences that were learned indirectly, as described above) are uncoloured.
Lemma 1: For all edges (a, b) in T q , there exists a coloured path from a to b: a path a → · · · → b such that every edge in the path is coloured.
Proof : Let (a, b) be any edge in T q and let T k be the graph formed when (a, b) was first introduced. The proof is by induction on k.
Basis step: When k = 1, the user has answered only one query. Since the edge (a, b) has just been added, giving T 1 , and since T 0 has no edges, it must be the case that (a, b) was learned directly. Thus (a, b) is a coloured edge and represents a coloured path (of length 1) from a to b.
Inductive step: Let k > 1. Assume that, for all edges (u, v) in T k−1 there exists a coloured path from u to v. We wish to prove that there is now a coloured path from a to b.
Case 1: (a, b) was introduced in T k because the preference was learned directly as a result of the query. In this case, (a, b) becomes a coloured edge and represents a coloured path (of length 1) from a to b.
Case 2: (a, b) was learned indirectly as a result of directly learning the preference (u, b), where a was a parent of u in T k−1 . Since a was a parent of u, the edge (a, u) was in T k−1 and so a coloured path from a to u existed (by the Inductive Hypothesis). Adding the coloured edge (u, b) that has just been learned, we now have a coloured path a → · · · → u → b.
Case 3: (a, b) was learned indirectly as a result of directly learning the preference (a, v), where b was a child of v in T k−1 . Since b was a child of v, the edge (v, b) was in T k−1 and so a coloured path from v to b existed (by the Inductive Hypothesis). Adding the coloured edge (a, v) that has just been learned, we now have a coloured path a → v → · · · → b. Case 4: (a, b) was learned indirectly as a result of directly learning the preference (u, v), where a was a parent of u in T k−1 and b was a child of v. Since a was a parent of u, the edge (a, u) was in T k−1 and so a coloured path from a to u existed (by the Inductive Hypothesis). Since b was a child of v, the edge (v, b) was in T k−1 and so a coloured path from v to b existed (by the Inductive Hypothesis). Adding the coloured edge (u, v) that has just been learned, we now have a coloured path a → · · · → u → v → · · · → b. Q.E.D.
Consider a maximum spanning tree M indicating a set of queries to pose. Let Q denote the number (possibly 0) of queries already posed to the user before those in M , and let T Q+m and T Q+m denote the new respective graphs obtained after the m th query from M is posed. Let M Q+m be the subgraph of T Q+m induced by the vertices corresponding to the clique C . Thus edges in M Q+m correspond to preferences over the outcomes in C that have been learned as a result of asking the first m queries from M .
Lemma 2:
For all vertices a, b in M Q+m , if there exists a coloured path from a to b in T Q+m , then there exists a coloured path from a to b in M Q+m .
Proof: Suppose that no such coloured path exists in M Q+m . Then for each coloured path p from a to b in T Q+m :
• At least one edge in p resides outside of M Q+m (as per the assumption above).
• At least one edge in p resides inside of M Q+m , since there is no coloured path from a to b in T Q (since the preference over a and b was unknown), and the only coloured edges in T Q+m that are not in T Q are in M Q+m (because we are only asking questions from M ).
Then there must be an edge (c, d) inside M Q+m that is separated from either a or b only by edges that are outside of M Q+m . Without loss of generality, let the endpoints of this path of outside edges be a and c. This path from a to c must have then existed in T Q before the queries from M were posed, and thus an edge connected them in T Q (and therefore no edge is between them in T Q ). However, a and c are both in M , and thus are part of a clique in T Q . ⇒⇐ Theorem: Suppose the user has been asked the m th question {u, v} in M and that, as a result of the response, the user's preference over the edge {a, b} = {u, v} has been learned indirectly. We claim that the edge {a, b} necessarily resides outside of M .
Proof: Suppose not: suppose that the edge {a, b} is in M . Based on the rules for indirectly learning preferences, it must be the case that a = u or that a is a parent of u in T Q+m−1 (and thus also in T Q+m ). Similarly, it must be the case that b = v or that b is a child of v in T Q+m−1 (and thus also in T Q+m ). By Lemma 1, it follows that there are coloured paths (of asked queries) from a to u and from v to b in T Q+m (possibly of length 0 in the cases where a = u and v = b). By Lemma 2, there exist coloured paths from a to u and from v to b in M .
However, since {u, v} and {a, b} are edges in M , and since there are paths in M from a to u and from v to b, we have a cycle in M , which is impossible since M is a tree. ⇒⇐
Experimentation
To test the ideas presented in this paper, several simulations were run on a test bed consisting of 30 outcomes, with varying quantities (10, 20, 30, 40 or 50) of the user's preferences over these outcomes already known. Full preferences over the entire set of outcomes were randomly generated, with this small quantity of preferences exposed to the query selection system. One thousand simulations were run for each quantity. Performance of a particular method of query selection was measured by the number of new preferences learned as a result of posing such queries to the user. The goal of the first experiment was simply to measure the performance of the weighting statistic. In each trial, the query with the highest weight was chosen and posed to the user, and the number of preferences that were learned as a result of the user's response were noted. For comparison, a random query was also selected and the preferences learned were noted. Table 1 depicts the results. Difference in performance is statistically significant with p < .05 at all levels. Clearly this weighting technique identifies very effective queries.
The second experiment tested the effective persistence of a set of queries generated as described in the paper. Here the COP-network was used to find a clique of size four that yielded the maximum spanning tree with largest total weight. The three queries represented by the three edges in this spanning tree then made up the persistent set. The total number of preferences learned by posing these three queries was then compared with the total number of preferences learned by asking the queries corresponding to the top three weighted edges. Results of this test are depicted in Table 2. The performance of random selection of three queries is included for comparison, as well as the performance associated with choosing the best query by recomputing weights each time new information is received. Difference in performance is statistically significant with p < .05 at all levels. Tests show that the persistent sets of queries reveal 10-12% more preferences than the best 3 queries. This should provide sufficient evidence that, while our weighting technique identifies effective queries to ask, we can also determine a set of queries that, when asked together, will perform even better than simply asking the set with the highest weights.
Furthermore, these persistent sets are shown to reveal about 90% of those revealed by the "perfect" method that recomputes weights after each query is answered. This is an important result, since recomputation can be computationally intensive. Not only does recomputing the weights take Table 2 . Results of asking a persistent set (size 3) of queries, compared with asking the three overall highest-weighted queries. Random query selection and recomputation of the best query is included for comparison.
time, but so does evaluating the higher weighted queries and measuring their effect on the decision strategy. It would be undesirable to have to perform this computation after every query. Our method offers an assortment of queries to be evaluated once initially. Each time a query is asked, recomputation is not necessary, since other queries in the set that were favourable before the query was asked should still be favourable after the query is asked, even in light of the new information received. A cost of about 10% is likely to be an attractive trade-off.
Conclusions and Related Work
In this paper we present a technique for determining sets of comparison queries that, when posed to a user, are likely to indirectly provide information on a high number of preferences. The technique takes a graphical preference structure known as a COP-network and transforms it to determine the potential preference queries. Edges representing these queries are weighted such that higher-weighted edges correspond to queries that are expected to reveal a higher number of preferences. We then determine a subset of these edges that will provide a persistently high number of preferences by finding maximum spanning trees of cliques in the graph. The edges in such a spanning tree correspond to a set of queries such that, when any such queries are asked, the information received from the user's response provably will not indirectly answer any other queries in the set. Thus the set provides persistently good queries. Experiments run on a case with 30 outcomes show that our chosen queries reveal two to three times as many preferences as random query selection, and asking a persistent set of queries of size 3 reveal 10-12% more preferences than the best 3 individual queries.
Preference elicitation is becoming an increasingly popular topic for researchers working in the areas of agents and electronic commerce, and the problem of choosing the most effective queries is at the heart of this research. Boutilier et al. [3] propose a minimax regret-based approach to preference elicitation. Given a decision problem, choices are made that the user would regret the least should an adversary choose the utility function consistent with the elicited preferences. Several elicitation strategies for reducing this regret are proposed. Chajewska et al. [6] , on the other hand, take a more direct approach by computing the expected utility of the decision strategy, based on probability distributions for outcome utilities. In this case, the best question to ask is the one whose response is likely to transform these distributions in such a way as to maximize expected utility of the strategy, and a standard gamble approach [8] is utilized for posing such questions. Boutilier [1] goes further than identifying the next best question to ask, by taking a POMDP approach to determine good sequences of elicitation questions. Several works examine elicitation strategies for more specific domains, including preferences of buyers in combinatorial auctions [10] , as well as those for opponents in automated negotiation [4, 5, 9] .
Our technique differs from these works as ours is not focused on utility computation. Instead we aim to complement the process of evaluating the expected utility of queries by determining a small candidate set of queries to consider. Since these queries provide a large amount of information, members of this set that maximize expected utility should be among the best globally. Also, since the set provides persistently information-maximizing queries, an agent could initially determine the best n queries from this set, and not need to recompute query values each time new information is received in order to determine the next query to ask. Thus the computational expense of query evaluation is significantly reduced.
There is a cost of this reduction in computation. The problem of determining whether a graph contains a clique of a particular size is NP-complete, and thus finding maximal cliques (i.e. cliques that are not sub-cliques) can be computationally expensive. However, it is not required, and often not even desirable to find large cliques. We need only find a small number of cliques that are of sufficient size to provide the desired number of queries. Finding larger cliques will take longer; however this effort will pay off later as more queries will be generated and thus the elicitation process can go longer before more computation is necessary. Furthermore, given the savings associated with avoiding utility evaluation of a decision strategy, given every response for every possible query, after every query is asked, spending time finding a few good cliques is a small price to pay.
Future Work
As discussed in Section 3, in situations in which the agent knows not only some of the user's preferences, but also the user's utilities for some of the possible outcomes, a COP-network can be used to estimate utilities for the remaining outcomes. For future work, these utility estimates could be used to determine the probability of the user responding that a particular outcome is preferred over another outcome. Such probabilities can then be used in computing the edge weights as described in Section 4.2.
Also in Section 4.2, we describe our approach of choosing the clique whose maximum spanning tree has the highest sum of edge weights. However, it is not clear that this necessarily yields the best set of queries. Further experimentation can be done with variations on this technique.
